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Abstract—Scalable video coding allows for the capability of
(partially) decoding a video bitstream when faced with communication deficiencies such as low bandwidth or loss of data
resulting in lower video quality. As the encoding is usually
based on perfectly reconstructed frames, such deficiencies result
in differently decoded frames at the decoder than the ones
used in the encoder and, therefore, leading to errors being
accumulated in the decoder. This is commonly referred to as
the drift error. Drift-free scalable video coding methods also
suffer from the low performance problem as they do not combine
the residue encoding scheme of the current standards such as
MPEG-4 and H.264 with scalability characteristics. We propose
a scalable video coding method which is based on the motion
compensation and residue encoding methods found in current
video standards combined with the scalability property of discrete
wavelet transform. Our proposed method aims to reduce the drift
error while preserving the compression efficiency. Our results
show that the drift error has been greatly reduced when a
hierarchical structure for frame encoding is introduced.
Index Terms—Scalable Video Coding, Drift Error, Discrete
Wavelet Transform

I. I NTRODUCTION
Communications networks, both wireless and wired, offer
variable bandwidth channels for video transmission[1], [2].
Display devices have a variety of characteristics ranging from
low resolution screens in small mobile terminals to high
resolution projectors. The data transmitted for this diverse
range of devices and bandwidths have different sizes and
should be stored on media with different capacity. Moreover,
an encoding which makes use of a single encoded data
for all types of bandwidth channels and displaying devices
capacities could be of a remarkable significance in multimedia
applications. Scalable video coding schemes are intended to be
a solution for the Internet heterogeneity and receiver display
diversity problem by encoding the data at the highest quality
but enabling the transmitter or receiver to utilize it partially
depending on the desired quality or available bandwidth and
displaying capacities. In addition, this solution can provide the
flexibility of transmitting video over heterogeneous networks
such as the Internet. A scalable solution is intended to provide
an encoding scheme which requires minimal processing at
the server or network side and low decoding complexity at
the client side. The encoding scheme needs to be comparable with the existing motion-compensated prediction and

block transform encoding methods in compression efficiency.
Considering that the major and most effective part of the
current compression schemes in the popular encoders comes
from the elimination of temporal redundancy using motion
compensation, any prospective method should combine the
scalability features with the motion estimation recursive loop.
This requirement led researchers to consider fine granular scalable video coding methods as a solution. An implementation
of these methods is the support for multilayer video coding
defined in MPEG-2 standard [4]. Fine granular scalability and
multilayer video coding methods however suffer from the socalled drift error problem which occurs whenever incompletely
decoded frames are utilized in the reconstruction of the interframes. Besides, the above-mentioned methods can provide a
discrete scalability property which means the receiver has to
choose one of the available quality levels. Even the recent
developments in scalable video coding which were published
in H.264 standard by The Joint Video Team (JVT) of ISO/IEC
MPEG and ITU-T VCEG [7] are optimized forms of fine
granular scalability which can provide a limited number of
quality levels [8]. Many solutions have been proposed for
solving the drift error and in some cases they have been
able to reduce its effect to some extent at the cost of reduced coding efficiency. Drift free solutions based on discrete
wavelet transforms have also been proposed which encode
each frame separately as described in JPEG2000 standard[23].
The main disadvantage of these methods is the lack of integration with the recursive loop of motion compensated and
block-based coding techniques which reduces their efficiency.
Three dimensional wavelet transform coding provides a better
efficiency but at the same time introduces the drift error. Our
proposed method described in this paper falls in the group of
methods based on the discrete wavelet transform. In addition,
we have also integrated motion estimation and block based
encoding into our scheme. The drift error has been largely
reduced by introducing a hierarchical structure for the frames
in a group of pictures. The hierarchical coding algorithms
such as Embedded Zero Tree [5] provides the possibility of
a continuous scaling the frames in bits per pixel scalability.
Our proposed method provides this characteristic in block
level while attempting to control the drift error. Our main
contribution is the introduction of a structure which provides

the feasibility of continuous scalability by combining motion
estimation with scalable coding at a very low drift error effect.
Our experimental results show that for a bit rate of 1000 Kbps,
a peak signal to noise ratio of 38 is achievable. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the main scalable coding methods. Section III describes the
details of our proposed method. In Section IV, we provide the
experimental results and finally, in Section V, we draw the
conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Due to the heterogeneity in current-day networks (especially
on the Internet), the unpredictability of traffic loads, and the
varying delays on the client side, it is impossible to correctly
determine a specific bit rate for a video stream. Consequently,
the encoder should either consider the lowest possible bit rate
that guarantees delivery without delay or choose an encoding
scheme which can adapt with the fluctuations in the bit rate
range. This means that it should be possible to partially decode
the video stream at the incoming bit rate at the video quality
associated with that bit rate. A solution to this problem is
encoding the video data in a rate scalable form enabling
adaptation to the receiver or network capacities. Increasing
the video quality gradually is the common characteristic of
all scalable video coding schemes. The quality increase is
accomplished though the gradual increased availability of the
data ”units” that were encoded in a granular manner. These
video coding schemes are commonly referred to using the
term Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) [11], [12]. It is clear
that a gradual increase in the frame size, bit rate, or frame
rate is achieved through adapting the granularity of a stream
to the bit rate capability of the network. A fine granularity
scalability scheme defines the video content in a multi-layer
format [13], [14]. A higher quality for a video is attained
by increasing the number of layers decoded at the receiver
side. Bit-rate or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability is a
technique to code a video sequence into two or more layers
at the same frame rate and the same spatial resolution, but
utilizing different quantization accuracy. Figure 1 depicts the
SNR scalability decoder defined in MPEG-2 video-coding
standard [15], [18]. The base layer bitstream is decoded

Fig. 1.

SNR scalability decoder block diagram

by the base layer variable-length decoder (VLD) first. The
inverse quantizer in the base layer produces the reconstructed
DCT coefficients. The enhancement bitstream is decoded by
the VLD in the enhancement layer and the enhancement
residues of the DCT coefficients are produced by the inverse
quantizer in the enhancement layer. A higher accuracy DCT
coefficient is obtained by adding up the base-layer reconstructed DCT coefficient and the enhancement-layer DCT
residue. An important issue here is if the encoder uses the
enhancement-layer information in the motion-prediction loop
and the enhancement-layer information is not received by the
decoder, drift error is introduced in the base layer. The drift
error problem which is common to all multi-layer scalability
schemes has been attacked by several researchers. Mayer,
et. al., [19] introduces drift compensation value D which is
added to the prediction error prior to quantization. When
the D value equals the accumulated error, the drift error is
eliminated. When the D value equals zero, the drift error
is full present. Consequently, a good balance between the
quality of the reconstructed image when the enhancement layer
is utilized and when only the base layer (with D value) is
utilized should be determined. In drift clipping, the drift is
dynamically controlled by comparing to a maximum value D
[19]. A good choice for D can be determined by utilizing
the base-layer quantizer step size. Consequently, the decoder
should utilize the same clipping parameters resulting in that
these must be occasionally sent as additional information. Drift
leaking [22] limits the accumulation of drift by multiplying the
accumulated value D by a leak coefficient. The selection of
an appropriate drift coefficient is application dependent. H.264
tries to control the drift error by introducing a new concept
called key pictures [3]. Key frames are not necessarily intracoded frames. For each key picture a flag is transmitted, that
signals whether only the base layer information or together
with the enhancement layer information was utilized in the
reconstruction of reference frames in the motion estimation.
By introducing a hierarchical reference frame organization,
H.264 allows all enhancement layer frames to utilize the references with the highest available quality for motion estimation,
which enables a high coding efficiency for these key pictures
[21]. Drift error is not eliminated completely but its effect is
minimized and limited to the frames between two consecutive
key pictures [16]. The tradeoff between enhancement layer
coding efficiency and drift error can be adjusted by the
choice of the number of frames between two consecutive key
pictures or the number of hierarchy stages. Figure 2 depicts
a sample enhancement layer frame reference organization
in H.264 [17]. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has
been used for scalable encoding of still image and video
multimedia as described in JPEG2000 [23]. Two low and high
pass filters are used for separating low and high frequency
data, respectively. Spatial oriented trees such as Embedded
Zero Tree Wavelets (EZW) [5] and Spatial Partitioning in
Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [9] are used for organizing wavelet
coefficients in order of importance for scalability. A client
may perform a partial reconstruction by truncating the less
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Key picture concept of H.264 for hierarchical prediction

important coefficients from the end of the stream. These
methods, however, suffer from a low performance problem
since they do not include a motion compensation feedback
loop. Three dimensional wavelet transforms are used for
exploiting temporal redundancy in video multimedia [6]. If
motion compensated temporal filtering is used in combination
with a two dimensional spatial wavelet, it is called a three
dimensional (3D) or 2D+t wavelet transform. Adjusting frames
along the motion vectors in a motion trajectory, may cause
some regions to be left uncovered. These regions cannot be
reconstructed during the synthesis phase of wavelet transform.
Motion compensated implementation of 3D+t wavelet transform still suffers from the drift error problem as well[10].
Our proposed method differs from the existing methods by
combining the block-based motion compensation scheme with
discrete wavelet transform scalability and hierarchical reference frame selection. Block based motion estimation has the
advantage of temporal redundancy reduction but when used
with scalable video coding, drift error is caused. Hierarchical
reference frame selection reduces the error accumulation by
reducing the number of frames in a reference chain. The discrete wavelet transform lets us to have a continuous scalability.
III. O UR P ROPOSED M ETHOD
Our proposed method involves using the scalability features
of discrete wavelet transforms. To achieve a high performance
which is comparable to non-scalable codes, block-based motion estimation is used. The drift error is reduced considerably
by applying a hierarchical structure. The general view of the
proposed structure and method are depicted in Figures 3 and
4, respectively. The frames in a group of pictures (GOP) are
organized in pairs and the second frame in each pair is divided
into macroblocks, motion compensated, and compressed using
a discrete wavelet transform. These frames are indicated with a
yellow color in Figure 3. The wavelet coefficients of each macroblock are quantized and zig-zag scanned before transmission
to put them in information importance order. This makes it
possible for a receiver or a network node to truncate parts of
data in case of low bandwidth or processing power. Embedded
zero trees (EZW) are used to arrange the coefficients. The
first frames of the pairs from the first level are grouped in
the next level of the hierarchy in pairs and the same division
into blocks, motion compensation, and wavelet encoding steps
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The proposed hierarchical structure

are applied to them. This means the first frames of the pairs
which serve as the reference frames for the second frames at
the same pair, are processed at a higher level where they are
finally positioned as the second frame of a pair. This procedure
is repeated at the following levels of the tree hierarchy. The
wavelet transform using Daubechies D4 scaling and wavelet
functions as given in Equations 1 and 2 are applied to the
residue of the macroblocks after motion estimation.
ai = s0 s2i + h1 s2i+1 + h2 s2i+2 + h3 s2i+3

(1)

ci = g0 s2i + g1 s2i+1 + g2 s2i+2 + g3 s2i+3

(2)

where sij indicates the data values, h1−4 are scaling coefficients and g1−4 are the wavelet function coefficients. The steps
followed in the proposed method are depicted in Figure 4.
Since pairing the frames is required before motion estimation
and applying wavelet transform, a buffer is introduced to store
the frames of a GOP. An optimization is proposed for reducing
the size of this buffer which is discussed in Section IV.

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of our proposed method

A. Drift error reduction
If only the lowest layer of the hierarchy is considered, the
drift error is limited to one frame as the second frame at
each pair is motion compensated and encoded using the first
frame of the same pair. However, any accuracy change in the
second layer affects the first frames of each pair in the lowest
layer and therefore the error is accumulated. The worst case
situation is when error is introduced in the topmost layer of the

hierarchy which affects the whole tree. However, in this case
the number of frames in a series of frames referencing each
other is limited to the tree height and, therefore, the GOP size
and hence tree height should be determined in a tradeoff with
the max tolerable drift error. This structure reduces the drift
error in a logarithmic manner. The proposed structure falls in
the group of non-delay methods where no frame need to be
buffered till the arrival of the following frame(s) for decoding.
This makes the decoder implementation simple, with minimum
memory requirement.
B. Bit rate scalability
Bit rate scalability in the available scalable video coding
standards such as MPEG-4 or H.264 is defined as multi-layer
coding of the frames where the number of layers determines
the granularity of the video. The multi-layer bit rate scalability
suffers from the problem that using enhancement layer data
in motion compensation loop may result in drift error. On
the other hand motion compensation using base layer only
can reduce compression efficiency. For example, the fine
granularity quality scalable (FGS) coding in MPEG-4 was
chosen in a way that drift is completely omitted by using
base layer frames as reference frames in motion compensation
and, therefore, any loss or modification of a quality refinement
packet does not have any impact on the motion compensation
loop. The number of layers in these standards should also be
limited as carefully designed since the multi-layer concept for
quality scalable coding becomes less efficient, when the relative rate difference between successive layers gets smaller. As
our proposed method is based on discrete wavelet transform,
multi-layer restrictions are not effective here. The number of
bits used for representing wavelet transform coefficients of the
motion compensated residues is reduced for a lower bit rate
transmission over a low bandwidth channel. This goal can also
be achieved by organizing the wavelet coefficients in a spatial
tree structure such as EZW[5] or SPIHT[9] in which cases, the
transmitted bitstream is truncated considering the bandwidth
capacity of the channel.
C. Spatial scalability
Scalability in frame resolution was introduced with the
MPEG-2 standard [4]. A multi-layer structure was considered
for implementing the scalability where the base layer contained the lowest resolution and a higher resolution frame was
reconstructed by upsampling the base layer data and adding
the refinements from upper layers. The main problem with
this method is integrating it with the motion compensation
loop. Using high resolution frames for motion estimation can
reduce the compression rate when only a low resolution frame
is reconstructed at the receiver side. Motion estimation in low
resolution frames on the other hand causes drift error problem
as the difference frames obtained from low resolution base
frames do not include any information about the eliminated
rows and columns. One way to reduce the drift error is by
limiting the length of a group of pictures in a series of
motion compensated frames without reducing the compression

efficiency. Our proposed method performs this by organizing
the frames in a hierarchy and therefore is suitable for these
types of scalability applications.
D. Temporal scalability
Temporal scalability in the traditional video coding methods
is achieved through placing some of the frames in the base
layer and the rest in the enhancement layer(s). An example
is dividing the frames of a GOP by putting even numbered
frames in base layer and odd numbered ones in the enhancement layer. A drift error problem will appear if the motion
compensation involves the frames of the enhancement layer,
if the receiver is capable of reconstructing the video in a
lower frame rate. In our method a 50% temporal scalability
is achieved by dropping the second frames of each frame
pair at the lowest level of the hierarchy. This scalability is
accomplished without any drop in the compression efficiency
or drift error problem. A higher rate of scalability is possible
by eliminating the second frames at the next level. The
number of levels in the tree hierarchy is not an upper or a
lower limit on the temporal scalability. This fact is described
by considering the characteristic of the proposed hierarchy
where the frames of a series are not chained together in a
linear structure. This means that any possible rate of temporal
scalability is achievable by eliminating only some of the
second frames of the frame pairs.
The temporal scalability achievable at each level can be
expressed using Equation 3.
SRn =

n
X
1
i
2
i=1

(3)

where SRn refers to scalability rate at level n.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Three series of video frames have been used for evaluating
the proposed method. The following subsections describe our
main considerations in implementing the proposed method.
A. Organizing Frames
As we have to put the frames in pairs prior to applying the
blocking and wavelet transform steps and repeat the procedure
at the upper layers, a large memory buffer is required to
temporarily store the frames. This condition is not acceptable
and applicable in many hand-held devices with small memory
capacity. To solve the problem we considered the following
procedure for processing the frames. Figure 5 depicts a sample
tree created for a GOP. For simplicity we assumed 16 frames
in the GOP. The algorithm uses a stack to temporarily store
the frames for motion estimation. Since always in a pair of
frames, the second frame is divided into blocks and motion
compensated, we check the sequence number of the arriving
frame. If it is an even number, the frame is pushed into the
stack. However, if the sequence number is odd, a frame is
popped from the stack and used as the reference frame for
motion compensating the current frame. To control the correct
pair matching of the frames for motion compensation, a level
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The hierarchical structure of a GOP frames

value is considered which is pushed to the stack together
with the frame. The level number corresponds to the tree
level in our proposed hierarchical structure. The procedure
is repeated at the upper layers using the frames pushed into
the stack however, the even and odd sequence numbers are
obtained considering the current level of the tree as described
in Algorithm 1. The difference frames generated after applying
the wavelet transform to residues of motion compensated are
put in a transmission stream and sent whenever they are at
the beginning of the stream. This step is also described in
Algorithm 1.
The receiver buffer aditionally needs to store some frames
during reconstruction. We store one frame for each tree level
in the buffer. This is justified as the branches are reconstructed
from left to right and therefore never more than one frame
per level is required during reconstruction. This observation
restrict the buffer size to log2 GOP .
A second important consideration regards the artifacts
observed on the boundaries of the macroblocks after
reconstruction. This effect especially is more serious when
the wavelet coefficients are truncated or partially eliminated.
We utilized post-filtering to reduce this effect as described in
[24].
B. Test Setup
To compare the efficiency of the proposed method we have
used three video sequences which have been given in Table I.

Algorithm 1 Frame Encoding Algorithm
StreamIndex ← 1
FrameIndex ← 1
NFrame ← GetNextFrame()
InsertToFrameStreamAt( FrameIndex )
repeat
NFrame ← GetNextFrame()
FrameIndex ← SequenceNumber( NFrame )
if FrameIndex is odd then
Push(NFrame,1)
else
h RefFrame,level i ← Pop()
MotionCompensate( RefFrame , NFrame )
ApplyWavelet()
InsertToFrameStreamAt( FrameIndex )
Push(RefFrame,level)
end if
repeat
h Frame1,level1 i ← Pop()
h Frame2,level2 i ← Pop()
if NOT StackError AND level1 = level2 then
FrameIndex ← SequenceNumber( Frame2 )
MotionCompensate( Frame1 , Frame2 )
ApplyWavelet()
InsertToFrameStreamAt( FrameIndex )
Push(Frame1,level1+1)
else
Push(Frame1,level1)
end if
until level1 hi level2 OR StackError
while Exist( StreamFrameAt( StreamIndex ) ) do
SendFrame( StreamFrameAt( StreamIndex ) )
Increment( StreamIndex )
end while
until End of GOP reached

our method. We have defined PSNR as given in Equation 4.
P SN R = 20 log10

TABLE I
V IDEO SEQUENCES USED FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION .
Sequence Name
Foreman
Stefan & Martin
City

Resolution
352 × 288
768 × 576
704 × 576

Frame rate
30
30
60

Size
300
300
600

To further emphasize on the differences in compression
efficiencies between traditional motion compensated methods
and our proposed method, we considered using CABAC
entropy coding introduced with H.264/AVC standard [20]. The
number of active reference frame is chosen as one throughout
the experiments which means all blocks of a given frame are
using the same reference frame. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) between decoded frames pixels and the original frame
has been used as the metric for evaluating the performance of

M SE =

M axI
M SE

m−1 n−1
1 XX
k I(i, j) − I 0 (i, j) k
3mn i=0 j=0

(4)

(5)

where M axI indicates the largest possible pixel value, I is the
original frame and I’ is the decoded frame at the receiver side.
Figures 6 and 7 depict the comparative results for the video
sequences given in Table I.
Figure 6 depicts the effect of increasing the length of GOP
on the performance of the method. As shown in the graph, a
PSNR gain of one or higher dB can be achieved with relatively
low bit rates. This is an indication of the fact that our proposed
hierarchical structure for the frame organization does not show
any major loss of efficiency gain with increasing the distance
between a frame and its reference. Our experiments show that

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

PSNR at different bit rates

Bit rate saving against GOP sizes

assuming a GOP between 16 and 32 gives the best result from
the PSNR point of view.
V. C ONCLUSION
A new scalable video coding method capable of combining
the motion compensated feedback loop with a three dimensional wavelet transform has been introduced. The method
which falls in the group of methods with drift error effect can
be used for bit rate, spatial and temporal video scaling. The
method tries to reduce the drift error effect by re-organizing
the frames in a hierarchical structure so that the accumulated
error is limited to log2 (n), where n is the number of frames
in a group of pictures. This at the same time provides the
possibility of having long GOP groups for better efficiency.
The experimental results shows that the compression rate of
the proposed method is only slightly below the traditional
motion compensated standards and the accumulated drift error
is negligible. Still better results are achievable if optimizations
like multiple reference frame are permitted however, we have
not considered optimizing the proposed method for low memory capacity and narrow-bandwidth applications.
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